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A CASE STUDY'OF ELECTRONIC EDITING AND

NETTS DECISION MAKING

Without question, the newspaper industry experiended a set of vast,

technological changes in the 1970s with incorporation of the computer into

.composing rooms and newsrooms.' Computerization of newspapers has affected

all departments, from circulatiOn to 'advertising to news and editorial. While

this is an on- going, change, one which appears far from complete, its

effect is beginning to be evaluated.,, The VDT has moved into newspapers of

all sizes across the United States. Most publishers and editors acknowledge

that the video display terminal will be tke basic component in the newsrooms

of the 1980s. And a 1980 American Newspaper Publishers Association Research

Institute equipment rdpdrtnindicated there are 21,688 VDTs already in use and

2,122 computers in operation ltkANPA-member newspapers:1

glectronic systems 'for newswriting and copyediting are connected with

photo-composition hardware for greater speed. and accuracy in the pro-.

r
duttion and :editing processes. Traditional flow systems were set up to

include'typing by.a reporter and.re-typing by a printer at the keyboard of a
r

linotype machine. NewVDT-electronic editing systems eliminate this.second

A
error-prone keyboarding task: Reporters and editors are tow,.in effect, setting'

their own copy into type.' The original .effort,to type a story on thelLeyboard

of a VDT is often.the final effort, with the exception of any editing revisions.

Stories are stored in tomputer f es, called queues, until a reporter calls,

it up for additional work, or an editor .demi4ei it is time for a.coPY

editor to 4rocess a story.. Bed' use modern eyetemi have brought an additional

task to the newsroom--=ihe.final typesetting and. proofreading resPonsiiLity----

ve

;



reporters and editors exercise additional caution to guarantee the accuracy

of the final product before it moves electronically to the composing room.

This is only on& of.many influences the new hardware exerts on the newsroom.

It is clear, too, that copy editor decisions take on an added dimension of

responsibility.
S

2

Scholarly interest in computerized electronic writing and editing

systems.is developing, but existing literature, even at the eXploratory level,

is scant. Researchers have studied the decision-making processes of copy editors

and slotmen---key gatekeepers e newsroom--- but most of the literature does
-rrt.

not consider at depth the potential effects of this technological vatiable.

Lome studies addressed certain variables in the evaluation of newspaper technology,

such aft Teletypesetter (TTS)tape'system circuits in the 1950s, but research

in the last decade generally does notconsider the ramifications of new t7ch-

nOlogy such as development of the video display terminal.

The mass media has entered an aloha sophisticated word sing.

A major function of the mass media in society has been to collec rocess,

and transmit information from sources to individuals in the communi His-

torically, this has been the perogative of the newspaper;. however with the

development of the electronic pedia, competing channels have
41

become available. Social research on this transmission activity has

focused on the .communicator, the ssage, the channel, and the effects of the

message; Scholarly interest in gathering, processing, and transmitting informa-

tion has resulted in a series of research studies on the mass media gatekeeper

and the.process of gatekeeping. A gatekeeper obviously makes many decisions

in performing his task. The research in gatekeeping has centered on individual

gatekeepers' behavior patterns. Early studies focused through case studies on

biases and perceptions or on audience needs. More recently, investigation has

5



focused upon the organizational contexts of gatekeeping., Increasing. concern for

broadcast news gathering techniques has taken research,sttentionon gatekeeping

into radio and television newsrooms. Yet there are many changing factors, in the
4

newspaper newsroom such as the nets electronic' diting,systems which demand that

attention return to newspapers. No thorough investigation into the impact of the

pitinciple component of electronic reporting and editing'systems has been conduc-

ted. Systematic evaluation of the types of decisions which must be made by gate-

keepers andArw these decisions are made with new electronic editing stems

deserves scholarly inquiry. The problem, then, is to explain the decision making
1

of gatekeepers who process infbrmation on electronieediting systems.

The purpoge of this study was to examine the use of the major element of

the electronic editing system, the video display terminal by one key gatekeeper,

the copy editor. At the outset, many general questions.existed to'guide the.

research. For example, what were copy editors' Perceptions regarding their

adaptation to the new technologyjn their newsroom? What,in general, were the

attitudes of 'copy editors toward VDT systems? What was the nature of the decisions

made by.a. copy editor using,a VDT?

The majority of copyediting literature is contained in the broader body

of literature on gatekeeping. This literature consists generally of, case studies,

of newspaper and broadcast gatekeepers. Investigators have chosen to focus on one

or fore aspects of gatekeeping in their research; however, only a few 'studies em-

phasize the same variables in gatekeeper'decision making., Even less scholarly '

attention has been g en to copy editors asPgatekeepers. White introduced the

,term "gatekeeper" into the literature of journalism, 2 taking it from sociology.

Geiber's case

in studyin

one of

es of Wisconsin gatekeepers.used-similar case study\techniques.

3decision making of journalists., But as has been pointed but,

st considered factors, is the impact of technology. Early liters-

ture n elect onic editing focused on technological development of the VDT



and other hardware in a non-vetitative fashion. 'Shoquist, for example,

discussed the personnel problems "in adjusting to the new systems.
4

He wrote

that editors and reporters with proper orientation should have no serious

problems and cited a similarexperiehce by editors. at'The Detroit News who

stated that aftet3 adjustment, there should bepo personnel difficulty. Sutphin

reported a number of advantages and disadvantages of VDT use,' noting that copy.

kis.ntore error free, t nthere is no transmission error, copy is eater, and the

process becomes faster. 5 }if argued, on th4 other hand, that the major problem

.ierloss of copy electronicelly4hrough no ault of the operator.

that VDTs Were "easier to use in manipulating copy," which leads

) .

time and

Doubler noted

to savings in

money. 6
Another influence, he wrote, is later editorial deadlines

which permits more

pointed out that tpe appearance

extensive creative work towarld content improvements. Shoquist

typed story may look grea ', but

;

ef 'of e or-free copy is deceptiv . A perfectly

it may e a Iousy story.The old smudges

crossouts and sloppiness f copy paper that often 401liBled ad wriring(are

longer.present." He also argued that the greater

aeelebctronic system is a mixed blessing since the

- -

and

no

control over copy given by

editbr becomes the final

typist and proofreader. A:rid Shoquist advocated use of hard copy, or printer

copy, with an electronic_editing system on the copy desk.

4Stulce found thit.across three news Story Classifications-- local story,

single wire storyv and combined wire story--- copy editors experienced positive

A

effects from electronic system. She wrote, "there were fewer errors, both grammati-

cally and typograp ica]ly, for the three story classifications . . . . Moreover,

editor efficiency apPeared to be increased in some areas. "8 Crook evaluated
.

the impact of the new editing technology on student editing by dividing students

into two groups--- one using'traditionatpencil and,paper and the*other with VDTs

--7 to find that (1) students edit equallyskillfully on punctuation and redundancy
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exercises with the VDT and pencil and paper techniques; (2) students us ng Ihe

VDT require greater time to complete storill,

ducted, students using the' traditional method

on bcith types of eXercises.
9

Editing accuracy'suffers

5

and (3) with A time fact. r in-

faredcsignificantly better overall

as the result of VDT editing, a study by'Bennett,
. .

Murray, arid Stempel:reported:--in Testing the VDT against pencil and paper editing,

Bennett, Murray, and Stempel set a fixed time for the editing teak. The data

indicate a higher error rate mean for the VDT, consistent with Crook's findings.

Editors with priland paper also had a tendency to shorten the story more,

Bennett, Murray, 5a Stempel found.

Lindley noted two effects of the new technology. First, the VDT allows

copy editors to make extenisive change9a all copy, including copy which formerly

came fromfwire services, through TTS systems. 11
It encourages local modification

for style, for example. Second, Lindley said the VDT gives a copy editor more

autonomy in that it has been,more difficult for a slot editor to deter----.

on a VDT screen--- a point raised by Shoquist. Pie-
<

be edited by pencil ,aild paper.ait modifica-

Lindley also pointed out that with.'eutomatic

fewer "wild" trims are thade,

mine what has be) en changed

viously, hard c*py had to
I

tions -were clearcr.

story measurement by t compu1r,

is more precise'and -cautious.

Fisher conducted a series of tests determining that the

' 4

and copy fitting

copy editor

using pencil and paper was slight, .14 faster than the copy editor using a VDT.12 .

. . . ... .
, (

On simple. articles, theidifferencein editing time waagreater than on lengthier;
e ...

more difficult articles, Fisher said. He wrote, "It appears that VDT editing is
4

*~

just about as effective as pencil, both for speed and accuracy . . . We had

to a

anticipated that the VDT editor-might be measurably less efficient than with the

pencil. He is not."13 Fisher' also reported that newspaper editors, perceived editing

MN



speed .overall to be increased and quality to be improved by the VDT.

In contrast4 Fisher, flOurtz stated that electronic editing systems

slow editing because VDT editing requires greater manual deXterity than pencil

andlWaper editing .14While'he,argues that the VDT has altered the role of the

editor and'shifted control to the newsroom, he says the VDT requires closer

scrutinisof.copy for errors. Among Kurtz' conclusions is that the VDT leads

to'a sentiment am publishers 'that hard copy is,no_longer essential and will

become obsolete.. )Editors in his study found electronic editing Systems improve

typographical accuracy, but smaller newspapers generally felt the extra proof-
,

.,

reading task was an unwanted burden and it actually increased errors. Kurtz

determined that,the major complaint of VDT users centered, on insufficent

capacity for storage of copy and an inadequate number of terminals in the newsroom.

- Shipley, Gentry,-,and Claike found that "the vast majority of editors, when

gi en a chap e, prefer VDT editing .to pencil and paper; an overe:elming majority
. .

'1 g witn VDTs."
15

they-noted that the level of experience as a copy

editor has. a nor effect on speed and accuracy, but those with positiv( e-attitudes
;

seemed to work faster than those with negative attitudes toward the VDT.16

Another survey of editor attitudes toward the VDT underlines that editors are

A somewhat divided on whether editing speed is increased or decreased. -A majority

believed that editing quality is improved with an electronic system. Findings

also indicated that most final editing is performed on a terminal, and that the

majority of newspapers, did all editing at a terminal rather than a combination

of conventional and electronic methods. 17

tiOlton- argued that new editing and reporting technology rafted rarely
e.

ask* qUeStions, and he wrote, "t found, for examp1e, that while the physiological

effects of workinkwitliYDTs have been studied, the effetts of their introduct.ion

on the nature and organization of journalistic 'Work have not.
'0.8

Wolton also con-
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tended that the "increasingly technical role journalists play not only upsets

the traditional organization of the work process and calls the news product into .
.1:19

Since it is centralquestion; it also alters the dTsion.of labor .

to the work in this paper to determine the of ects of technology on editing behavior,

Wolton's 11,9uiry is central to this study. He wrote:
/ #

We mustmust also learn to perceive the various levels
at which technology is altering the world. I encountered
many descriptions of technology's global impact, but a
silence . .'. about any changes in the very nature of
information itself. Simultaneousry, therefore,'./I was being
told that the.nag technology 'changes everything'_andthat
'it changes nothing.' VW editing .1. ..:011 presepted both
as a revolution and as merely a supplemebtary top that can
be introduced without modifying the organization of work or
the intellectual content of the product.20

Research Questions

From the.literat*e, it becOmes afparent that technologiCal developients

have potential effects upon the decisionleking behavior of editors. Early

literature, as well as recent work.on electronic editing and reporting systems,

has investigated various aspectsof this matter, leading to these research

questions for this paper: 21 f I-

(1) What is,the nature of the decision-making process of copeditors

using the VDT while editing copy?.

(2) flare the copy editors' p-a:ceptions of the gatekeeping process

when using en electronic editing, systaft7

(3) What, in general, are copymaslitors' perceptions of the VDT and

decision making which occurs while editing aka VDT?

(4) What are copy editgrs' perceptions of their 'adaptation to electronic

editing technology in the newsroom?

(5) Do copy editors perceive effects on the length of stories which are

the result of VDT editing? How is headline iting affected by VDT editing?

tlo
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(6) Do "copy

-0
of the ratio

ndWspaper refle'Ct

8

editors perceive a .change in published news coverage in

o local news \o non -local news? 'Does the content of the
0

a Changf 10ter the
0 ,

electronic editing system was installed?

(7) Do copy editors perceive any effect on the number

judgment decisions made during copy editing on a VDT?

(8) Do copy editors perceive any change in the

with use of a,VDT?

on by use of a VDT?

or type of news.

accuracy of thei1 editing%

Any Change in the quality of their editing skill` ough,t

t/

(9) Do copy editors perceive changes in speed in editing on a VDT?

In terms'of production speed, do editorsIperceive or know of. deadline changes

caused by the electronic editing system%

Method

The Milwaukee Journal; regarded by,authorities,as one of the,nation's

leading newspapers, was chosen to study because-it operates one of the ler-

.-
gest electronic editing and writing. systems in the ne/spaper industry. '

The Milwaukee Journal and Milwaukee Sentinel, which publish under common.

ownership, depend on four Hendrix 3400 systems which became operative on May 24,

1976. It the time of this study, there were seventy-four,VDTs-in The Journal

newsroom and ,forty-seven VDTs tin the Sentinel newsroom.
22 The Journal news copy

desks--- divided into metropolitan, state, and national/international desks---

use twenty-three VDTs for approximately thirty-five copy editors and news editors.

Some copy editors had as much as two and one-half years experience using this

particular system at the time of the'study and were able to provide greater

insight thaft,those at A newspaper still experimenting w th a newly installed

system. The case study approach to gaekeeper. decision-mamierking behavior has been

employed by numerous
23' Investigation of The Journal took three
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doriversent methodological forms.* (1 field obseivation, (2) semi-structured
*

or standardized llerviewi, and (3) content Analysis.

Denzin describes .the investigator-observer as a "participant as observer." 4

qinlike the complete observer, whq does not reveal his or her identity, the-par- .

ticipant observer does reveal. his or her identity during observation.. PartiCipant

observation included field research th (1) the observer recording one full day

of copy desk work at,a VDT by a single local desk copy editor, and (2) the ,ob-
A

server recording on 4f141 dOiof::topy desk. work at VDTs by a.regular Weekday

4
shift of a fv11.deek o copy editors onothe nationallinternatiOnalldesk. Grey

tided this observation approachto .study decision making of a reporter covering
4 r

the U.S. Supreme Court, arguing 'that it demands that researchers look at .how

people make decision's-- that lel whit factors are involved in decisions.25

Grey's investigation looked clbsely at the reporter and analysis was

based on te t that observation provides insight into the

process of how the newsman makes decisions about what a court has ruled.26 A

specimen record was niadalv watching editing behavior and reporting it on a

schedule.
27

To lessen possible obtrusiveness of the observer, a pretest was

conducted under the pretext o ng the actual observation. Afterward, other

sessions were recorded. testing,ocguired February 8, 1979, and national desk

observation occurred ebruary 10, 1979.. The local desk observation .of a single

copy editor tookol ce FebrTry 13, 1979.. The primary,objectives were to record

directly cibservabl behavior daring the editiOg process andretord observer im-

'pressions about cop edit. 141:1 petceptions, motives, and feelings. Observation

occurred during no production period/3e'

. Theesecon methodological form; the semi-structured interview, has

been given e ensive discussion in the literature. Maccoby and Maccoby, for example,
4

wrote that ehe
A
structured interview provides conftstent, comparable infofmation.

V
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Others have noted that the inteview in unstructured form provides an infOmal

° 10.

1

atmosphere conducive for responses. 2
,

8 Interviewermere conducted and recorded\

on 'tape ina private-office just off the'newsrooM of The Journal.Oesponses were!

le

obtained frdm copy editors :working/On the metro-pa/lean desk, the state desk, and
i . .

.

se--
. - . . .,% .

, ,

the' national desk -as well as from the desk editors, three assistant news editors,

\. qi
..

the news editor, and- managing\editor--- a totalcif thirty-one interviews, of about

thirty to :fortr4ive4stainutes eacb. I4ervieWerwere conducted between january.10
.

and 31,'1979,..with only one cropy.editor refusing-to cooperate and a second being
. .

C.
- 1

.,

,out of town during the` period. The interview schedule was
1
pretlted using full-

.

%

time copyg*ditcre at'thelillwaukee Sentinel between December 29, 1978, and January 3;
,..,,

,
, '4" -

.

-,

197'9. The original interview schedule went through. two' revisions; after pretesting
a.

the second version was created. Approximately halfway through interviewing,

the4seconerevisidn was modified slightly.29

,

. Since several of the research questions.must be answered through analysis
t,4

of content of the publication, Content'analysisi was used. This procedure affords

validation of perceptUal data obtained through interviewing. Because the system
O

dt The iournal.phad been dperativeTor two and one-half years at the time of the

:study, published content for two years prior to installation-and two years after.,

igstallatibn was analyzed. For analysis, only the'imifn news, local news, and
% . .

.3.2.475,

Accent. sections were included it final edition form since other sections of
y.

the. newspaper were produced by independent copy desks. During the four-year period,

a random sample of 104 dates was drawn. An equal number of pre- and post-VDT

issues were analyzed,30

Findings

of' V A
' Research

1Z0

Questidn /, The Nature of VDT Decision Making by Editors: The
* .

chronologies in Figures .1 and 2 display the types ofdecisions made in.dead-

line contexts. As indicated in'Figure 1, copy editor Steve Maersch spent the C

13
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largestAblock of time text edifihg it his VDT, followed by time spent headline

writing. 31 Thus, the decisions made generally relate to content of stories

r Figures 1 and 2 about here

* .

and not other aspecof copy processing,

ito;other editing tasks.

Comparatively little time was devoted

Because such a great proportion of decision making concerned copy
'44 -

further analysis of Maersch's editing was necessary. Fifteei stories were edited.

content,

by Maersch which were made ?mailable to the researcher.
\

Maersch on the local desk, but Originated from the wire services through the

national de .8
k.

32
. Analysis of the stories indicates that the major Ieciaion

These were edited by

Making behavior of this editor concerned story shortening. But this should be

viewed in the context that Maersch was generating filler material for the local

section.that day. A relatively easy goal to reach, Maersch did so by taking the

fifteen stories of a mean length pf 255.4 words and cutting them to a mean length

of 43.9 words. Nenerally, story trimming was from the end of the story, although

this was not an absolute pattern. Maersch appeared to make more story-length

decisions than any otheri:regarding story form._ Decislas to change t story

to conform, to newspaper style were also numerous, however. Shorteni g decisions

in$olved deleting entire paragraphs frith the stroke of a single key, and

deletion of ,sentences or was equally easy; style decisions reflected

usages pecUlimito The Journal such ap use of a percent symbol instead of the
ler

word. .Maersch did less story reorganizing than shortening and editing for style,

and, as expected, a ow amount of rewriting. Maersch detected'just two grammatical

.errors in the fifteen, stories which he corrected, and three factual error corrections

were made in the group of shorts. Maersch did not make any effort to combine ver-

10-
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Headline decision m g

En Co w editing decis on making.

Cutline decision making
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newsroom

100-
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Figure 1 .
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VDT RECISION- MAKING TYPES

10 a.m.

Latest I

Deadline

9 11 13

1

0

1

2

II.

4

11:45 a.mii

Latest II

Deadline

V

15 20 21 23

6:33/a.m. 7:30' 8:30 9 :30

Code of StorY Slugs edited br Maerschl

-- Shorts 9,-- Food

2 -- Seeger 10 -- EAA

3 -- Lisbon 11 -- Cutlines

4 -- Bridge 12 -- Clem

5 -- Slinger 13 -- Food

6 -- Clinic 14 -- EAA

15 7,-- SPin '

8 -- Bits

15 -- Bit

1

6 7

.
1114

11:30

Lunch

26 28

2 2 i

4 5 7

V0.1

11'414

ti

Maersch

leaves

4

I I

12:30 P.m. . 1:30 i 2130'" 3:15

16

17

--

-7

Radio

County

22

23

18 -; Bit, headline 24

19 -. School 25

20 -- Drugs headline 26

21 -- School he!dline 27

A

-- Local headlines 28-- Local short

-- Adbit 29 -- Suit

-- Ethcol 30 Awards

-- Slinger headline 31 -- Smowma'

4 Clinic headline 32 -- Bridge

-- EAA headline 33 -- Flowers
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Figure 2

COPY EDITING AT THE VDT: NATIONAL DESK SATURDAY SHIFT

KEY

COPY editing, initial headline writin0

Page 1 heac(lines, jump heae

Cutlines edited

[2:1 Lunch break

ma

I Ir

9:45 a.m.'

Latest I

Deadline

Typographic error correction
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Deadline
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/////f

' Morning,/ Copaditing

Shift Headlines

Begins .

17

5:45 a.m. 6:45 11:45 12:45 p.m. 1:45

Editor COPY COPY

in editors At B Editor C

slot iri'desk in desk

Positions Position

on rim on rim

'10'0

COPY Editor COPY Editor E

in rim Position in desk Position.

National editor on rim

in slot

Slot editor changes,

assists national editor
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sions ofstories, although in four of the fifteen cases he was provided multiple

wire versions of a single story. Subheads were not used. Howeveuduring'-the.

observatibh, ?aersdh used subheads in stories long enough warrant them--

following local desk style..

During the observational period Maersch.encountered two deadlines

and-a pattern of editihg tasks and decision making evolved. From Figure 1 it

is clear that a large portion of Maersch's headline decision-making behavior came

under oei.adline pressures . As on the local desk, time consumed on the

natl.onal des (Figure 2) is dominated by VDT copy editing of stories.

Headline writing was aecond in amount of time, but it did not consume nearly

as much time as was devoted to story content. Headline writing, occurred during

the shift, as stories were assigned. However,these headlines might

be resigned or rewritten as story was selected for page one---the
. -

assumption being that none of the stories is placed on page owe until fhe budget

is considered by the news editor. Thud, a flurry if headline writing activity 4,

'highlights Figure 2 immediately before each deadlines, Copy editors working under

deadline pressure are most frequently writing headlines and not editing copy,,

On the national desk, most copy content editing ouurs in a-non-deadline

context. Cutline writing and cutline copyfitting required very little time, 7
r

since the picture desk prepared cutlines. Figure 2 illustrates that copy editors

spend little time in correction of typographic errors; only a single'incident was 1//

observed.-1? ,

While circumstancesprohibited gathering data involving all news handled

by the national desk ur the shift, data gathered from a selected sang _ of

stories handled by copy editors are suggestive of the types of tasks performed

during copy editing,and th= time devoted to related decisions during the day.

One major story per editok was content analyzed with respect to decisions about'

1 9 °
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content changes thugh the copy floW from rim person to slot to news editor.

Data indicate that copy'editors meld more style change decisions and story

shortening decisions per paragraph any other editing tasks However, the

number of executed decisions was still less than one per paragraph on the

le

average even for th

)
most frequently, performed tasks. "

Furthermo e, the datindicatethat all significant change decisions

are made from the originalrtdre version transition to the rim editing version

when the story isbrought to the screen for the first time by an editor and not
.

1

in the intermediate steps from rizd-to-slo sla s-editor
I

gates. i
-.0

of the..four stories analyzed, no

gates. Thus, data indicate that

e made in the second or third

Iowa liii*various gate to gate in the

electronic" editing syttem, editingA40iOn making .for change is significant at

the first gate, but limited as is done! in traditionalsystems at subsequent gates.

Research Question 2, Copx Ec ors Perceptions of Gatekeeping: Fiom

interviewing copy-editets,4tAs.clear that gatekeeping in terms Of the flow off

oopy from gate to gate is not perceived to be affected by an electr nic editing

system., Copy editor felt theonly significant change in copy flow as physical.

While copy editors noted very little, change, onef.stated that the sy tem seemed to

6 -
410equire more tithe to move,from Step to step when the technology appeared in the

newsroom. 104ving slot", was added to provide an additional slot editor for

Movement of copy near deadlines on the local and national desks and reduce the

sluggish:Ida in copy flow. ShoqUisi noted that the system was designed to remain

unchanged. in terms of copy floW.34Interview respondents noticed a change in the

timing of the flAof copy, pointing out that re,new system loosened the structure

of the copy flow, creating; fogjams of- copy near deadline for slotand news editors.

Since the work of the news editor is evaluative in nature, much of the late rush

is handled by "preview" readings plirmitted Without disruption of editors by the

1 20
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.new system.

16

viously, an, editor would only be able to determine the content

of a story i preparation by reading over a shoulder of a copy editor. But the

electronic iting.system permits "reading" of stories without interruption of

rim ifork.

wire '

-7-
Another aspect of -gatakeeping concerns usirof Lard copy available on
y

4

ervice stories with the electronic versions in editing. Copy editors,

in neral, differentiated between the need qd copy on ihe'local, state,

and a =tional desks with many responses divided. Many of the group fe10.t hard

I

cop
1

was necessary fpr state wire items, but not locally originated stories.
.

.

On copy editor felt it was necessary on'nationai desk stories because so many

.4 .

v= sions of the same story are provided by the newspaper's many wire services.
. .

k__ , Jr-
veral other editors expressed the need0for hard copy' as insurance against

sible electronic preibiems--- such asuninteational deletion of part or all

of a story. - National desk Aditors felt hard copy was essential in their
r \

.

work because of the complex work of combinations of. two, three, or as many as a

half dozen versions' and write-throughs.of versions to produce a single story.

s

.1k

Research-Westion 3, Copy Editors' Perceptions of Decision Making:
,

Copy editors were probed during interviewing for general perceptions whether
. ,,

e ctroni editing had prodUced any overall effect upon the decision-making pro-

(
,..

c ss. About half the group interviewed perceived some effect upon their decision

making, but the regaining portion saw...no difference attributed to electronic '

-editing.

Copy editors sensing a change in their decision making offered a number

of explanations,41th.the major reason that the system design facilitated content

and headline experimentation and alteration. "With this convenience, copy editors

said they were more willing to consider decisions regarding content which may

have been dismissed previously, and were more willing. to execute these decisions

21
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at their VDTs. One said that the system mai* editors more willing to make changes

and more willing Co update stories much closer to deadlines. Some stories which
t

are.published through the computerized system would have aevei-been considered

.

using hot type. Another editor popted out that the new system makes an editor

more flexible and capable of a wi4er range of choices. -These choices, he said,

would be equally easy and therefore based on news judgment and not a technical

Wejudice. An assistant news Lditorstated that 'electronic editing makes a majorl

difference imher ability to make news judgment decisions during-the tourseof

her duties since she is able to "preview" stories prior to their transmission to

her queue.

2_

A number of copy editors perceived a negative influence on decision making.

These individuals t the system was inhibiting and it slowed decision making and

task completion. Other copy editors argued that when the system was new to them,
AO .4

they were extremely sensitivelto the hardware, fearing a wrongkeypunch would .

JR

cause a systim crash., One noted that she had to develop a "comPuter.mentality"

and this took time.' -Others pointed to the mechanical delays which can delay

decision making.or bring negative effects to the editing process---particularly

during deadline periON,_...10ne said, ". . .it is slower, I am slower at it, and-

therefore if t am combining a number of different stories, just simply for speed's

sake, I may tend,to omit an. element or two from some wire services that I probably

should include."
4

Copy editors seeing no change in decision making argued that the-tech-

nology should not haVe an effect on a "godd" copy editor, and someone who has

taken the time to learn thesystem and uses it efficiently. The problems which

could exist, these individuals felt, were more likely to occur with new personnel

or part-time desk assistance which would lack the regular use and familiarity with

the system.



Rtsearch Question 4, Copy Editors' Adaptation to New System: Among

the several considerations about adaptation to the "computer mentality" and

the electronic hardware mentioned by copy editors are (1) additional responsi-

bilities brought *by the new system and (2) potential for version from editing

behil'ior caused by the new system. \ These two considerations were

discussed in interviews by editors.

The respondents strongly sensed'a change in responsibilities,'

stating that the system had given additiogsl responsibilities and this aff4ted

their work and adjustment to thenew system. Most stated the change was in the

area of ptoofreading copy Since there would'not be an additional reading in the

.TionTosition stages after copy left the newsroot. The most significant change '

seems to bean additional reading in.the editing procesS at the.rim. Several

copy editors -Stated they read a story not one additions time, but twice when
I.

the editing tasks are 'completed---simply to search for typographical errors

Because they feel more responsible for the final product under the electro

system, the extra reading becomes part of the routine. An assistant npdis editor

characterized th7 responsibilities as.healthy ones to the editing proc ss. Another

editor said she felt the pressure, and is "probably inclined to loo over a story

once more hefore.I send it over . . . . I make the time to do this, when there

is time." Still another editor said she felt the added pressure of electronic

editing at the outset but, after a period of adjustment, she no longer perceived

an influence of the system in terms of adding responsibilities in editing.

Another consideration in adjustment is that concern for opefationi

of the system may override concern for traditional considerations in

the editing process such as readers' Interests and other news values. Copy

editors were divided whether or not attention to operation pre-empted attention

to the news of the day. A group of the editors saw this occurring in their own

03
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cases, a another 'equally large group felt operation of the system h not

affected their' overall editing. A thi d group, not as lar as the first two,

19

believed diversion occurred during their first few weeks of VDT editing as

they were becoming accustomed to the system. This effect soon "wore off" and

VI
was no longer an influence on decision making, they stated. One arg)ed,

"This could have been said in the first. week or two when the system was

new and you're thinking of how to make this

sidetracked your mind, but I don't think it

learn .how to operate the system . . You

brand

damn machine work. It might have'

would be a valid criticism once you

can only think of soluany.things,

so if you are worried abouthine'to make this machine work; then you might over-
4

look other Zings. P' And:anotly editor felt It meat a difference in the beginning,

but not/after the adjustment period.

iesearct(Question 5, Effects on

Copy edito I.perceived the frequency

6ory-Length and Headline Writing:

story length decisions to be increased

because of iphe VDT. About half the respondents believed there was a noticeable

increase in the number of decisions made to measure a story during editing,

but a slightly smaller group saw no difference. Convenience was cited as the

reason for an increase in decisions to measure, since the computer does the

counting for the copy editor, providing a summary of characters, lines, and

column inches in just seconds with the press of a key., Another copy editor

on the local desk 'aid it is easier to conceptualize story length on paper than

on a VDT, resulting in more decisions to melsure. The convenience of the body

count key a d---stone editor to develop a habit of tak ng more inter-

mediate editing counts after deletions./' And another said the body count function

helped his editing since the length ordered by a Slot editor combined with,the

body count function meant he could "aim" more accurately when cutting or combining

stories. And, he said, this led to an increase in decisios to measure.

ti
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From copy editors believing length was affected by the system came

ro

two sets of 'pinions --- tilt stories are either now shorter or lonter. The

primary reason stories were perceived to be shorter was explained bythe

nationalodesk editor, who sal0)editing on the VDT makes it eaier to trim

stories anywhere in the story instead of from the bottoth, which was the

cot-alyays-desireable tendency with hot type: The news editor offered a

different reason why length maybe shorter, stating, "It's a psychological

thing that begins with reporters . . . rt is easy to lose track of the lengph.

.

The very, eat that we have instantaneous'body count available to us at every

;stage of.the writing and editing, process has madeus much more conscious of our
, .

story lengths, and.I think'. . . what we're turning to the desks . . . tends

to be shorter." Oddly, others argued that because t ere is no longer "takes"

of copy/ repo

f
ere tend to write longer since they are not aware of len th

until th'tory is completed. \,

O aspect of copy editing which copy editors perceived affected by

electronic editing testinology is headline writing. Prior to installation

of VDTs, copy editors ptoduced headlines with pencil and paper at The Journal

but not on typewriters. Copy editors characterized headline writing as

easier, simpler, more flexible, better, improved, very different, and more

efficient, to use their own terms.' The primary reason is speed. An almost

unanimous opinion was expressed that headline writing is speeded by VDTs.

Most editors attributed this to the headline unit count function of the computer.

Because the electronic editing system is programmed to'count automatically the

unit length of headlines fOr fip to within a tenth of a unit, the manual aspect

of counting is eliminated and made more dccutate: Copy editors perceived VDT

headline writing as permitting more freedom in experimentation with headlines and

counts of words, phrases, line breaks/splits, and so on. With pencil and paper

O
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headline writing, veteran copy editors felt there was /leas of this approach

to headline writing. It/is also apparent,\during copy desk observation that:Word

trials were important, and that headline cou ting frequently was done .by cOm-
,

,

pter. One copy dyrti'said headline'vriting aries Considerably on aVDT*-
41

/7 from pencil and paper because "you are more wLlftng to try different timings be-.

csuse -it's a matter of typthg the word up there and hitting the count . .

6/Oser.to deadlines at'If ydu had to go through the long.proce it of counting--

e4leasti-yoU might -been, afraid to different variations since it took so

long to co unt . . ire you cantry five headlinesin'the space it would take
.

you to coma one before." Still other copy editors felt the VDT:and computer

impr ed headlines by leadingio better fitting headlines over a column and

the absence of long headlines which are rejected in the composing room. Since

, the computer typesetting system is programmed not to accept long.headlines,

this cannot ordinarily happen any longer.

Research Question 6, Ratio of Local to Non-Local News and the VDT:

Cbntelnt analysis of'The.Journal was conducted to determine if the ratio of.

local news to non-local news changed after the editing 'system was installed.

While it is not an exclusive cause of such a change, an-indicator of potential

influence in editing priorities.would be suggested if a difference were found.

Data from the content analysis indicate in Table 1 that 57.03 pprgent of the

newspapers was local content during 1974-76, while 59.31 percent was local

during 1976-78. There were no statistically significant increasesor decreases

Table 1 goes about here

in the-total column inches of space for either-local or wire news in any of the

Main, Local, or Accent sections or in the total for the newspaper after the elec-
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TABLE 1

TOTAL WIRE VS. TOTAL LOCAL NEWS SPACE 1974 -78

Section .1974-76 Percent 1976-78 Percent t-Valuea'.P-Value'
Column Inches Local Column Inchds 'Local

X (1412 X (N -12)

Main'Aews
Local Space
Wire Space

Local News
Local Space
Wire Spa6e;fe'

Accent-
Local Space
Wire Space

TotaI,,,for Eaitionb

Local Space
Wire Space\%.

164.00
258.33

167.42
38.83 307.17 5.28 2.01 0.06

. 0.13 0.90

192.08 217.08 '0.58 0.57
35.23 84.50 58.67 /8.72 0'.-86 0.40

247.42
108.42

603,00
401.98

260.17 0.21 0.84°
6903 102.67 71.70 0.19 OAS

644.67 . 0.66
68.504 1.44

q.51
57.9.1

.9:17 T.

%

60.02

Two-tailed test.
bTotals have been roundeCi'.

y.
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tronic editing-sylitem was installed. However, wire story space increased from

258.33,column inches-to 307.17 column inches per edition, significant at the 0.057
A

'level, in the Main news section. No other changes were' attributable to any factor

other than chance. the proportiog: of local space to wire space remained relatively
4,

constant, with wire news dominating the Main news section, and local news domina-

ting- the Local and Accent sections during both the pre-VDT and post-VDT periods.

Copiyseditors perceived no change in, the prortion of wire news to local

news in intervielys, consistent with the content analysis, data. About half of the

two dozen copy editors with experience editing with hard copy and on VDTs at The
. .

.

Journal responded that there was no change in the balance of local to wire news.
.

Those'rethsining:cleSrly Indicated there might beea slight change favoring more

local news sinte.197-6,-.but stated this wawnot due to the electronic editing sys-

tem,as much at0,.t0.4changes in editorial policy-making-- primarily a decision to
.

publish zoned editions of the AcCent section

A related.consideration-is the number -of insertions of wire .stories with

local material. Content analysis data on this aspect of editing. are presented in
. -

Table 2, and show' that there it no statistically significant difference in the

number of wire stories containing loCal'inseriions. Ovetall, the 1976-78 issues

contained a. mean of 0.39-insertions-per issue. While this is an increase over

the average of 0.26 insertions per issue during 1974-76, it is no different than

4

-results obtainable by chance. A further.breakdown by major news sections revealed

A

Table 2 goes about here

non - significant findings alto, despite two of.:the three sections increasing in

frequen The third section remained unchanged.
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TABLE-2;

FREQUENCY OF INSERTIONSa IN WIRE STORIES, TOTAL STORIES

4

Section 1974-76 Frequency -1976-78 Frequency .t-Value
X (N -53) X (N -52)

P-Valueb

Main News
Total Stories 458.66 53.88 2.20 0.03*
Wire Stories 43.66 42.04 0.88 0,38
Inserted Wire 0.21 0.31 0.79 0.43

NewsLocal News
Tota Stories 31.02 31.19 0.65 0.95
Wire Stories 5.79 0.56 . 0.94 0.35
Inser ed Wire 0.38 0.58 ,0.40 0.69

Accent
Total Stories 29.t6 33.38 1.57 0.12
Wire Stories'. 11.34 10.98 0.27 0.79
Inserted Wire 0.19 0.19 0.13 0.99

. ,

Total for Edition
Total Stories 12047 118.31 0.47 0.64
Wire Stories 60.67 59.57 0.41 0.69-
Inserted Wire 0.26 0.39 0.86 0.39

a
An insertion in a wire story was operationally defined

as an addition to a wire story originating locallP`containing a
Milwaukee area approach to the story. The insertion co4d be
placed at any point in the story.

bTWo-tailed test.
cTotals have been rounded.
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-lopy editors, when interviewed, presented impressiOns consistent with

data in the content analysis. This indicates that despite the additional con-

venience for insertions afforded by VDTs, there had been no change in editing

behavior.

Research Question 7, VDTs and Number and Type of Judgment Decisions:

Copy editors interviewed perceived'o particular effect upon news judgment

decisions caused by their editing and use of ari electronic editing system.

Two general questions to determine what criteria were used in the news selection

process and the frequency-of such decisions, but among. the considerations mentioned

by Jtors were many,of the traditional criteria discussed in the literature on

news judgment, but not technological considerations. Only three copy editors

mentioned the editing system at all, and these individuals said it was only. a

minor influence. The frequency of decisions made About>stories while editing

did not appear to be influenced by the editing system, copy editors stated.

However, it should be noted that several copy editors expressed the feeling that

VDTs facilitated news judgments and they were making more-decisions became of

added conveniences of the system, because, es one said, "you are capable of

doing more tjudgmental decisions).. . . You can choose which (story) is best,

rearrange; you can certainly recast a whole story without difficulty."

Research Question 8, Changes in Accuracy in Editing: There was. almost

unanimous agreement that the electronic editing system ha brought A reduction

in the number of errors in publi4hed copy, interviewing determined. While many

of the copy editors were able to attribute the reduction to the simplification

of the typesetting system---capturing the original keystroke of the reporter and,

elimination of thp additional keypunching and resultant additional errors in

composition - -- others noted that-the system had led to improvement in their own

3 0
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work as well. lbere were several copy effitors interviewed who believed that

the electionitYedit:ing system has led to an increase in the number of errors

in copy. But>thii,smail group noted only the potential for such an increase,

'statinethatthe ayitem lends itself to additional editing, thus more errors.
,4

Another pointed outhe minoadditiephal consideration- admittedly, he said,
.

not 'a major problein+7 -1 that at certain times of the year typographic errors

I
26

will result frontHeidranequa chaxactera appearing in the systemdne.ta,such
ca ,

factors as static electricity.

In terms of editing quality, copy editors interviewed perceived no

effect of the electronic editing system on their editing skills. Copy

''editors noted, in general, that their editing skills on deadline were not affected
A

by VDTs after the initial intimidation 'passed. While the initial adjustment was

a negative influence:as noted earlier, editors said this diversion was short-lived.

, Similarly, editors did not perceive any change in editing quality under deadline

pressure. Several were critical of the pronfrelding which had to be done,

stating that she had been reduced from a copy editor to proofreader, slowing her

down even more.

Research Question 9, Change in Editing Speed with the VDT: Certainly one,

of the earliest questions of.the impact of electronic technology on editing

found in the literature is relative to speed. What did copy edtors perceive

regarding speed? What were the most commonly cited reasons for the response?

Copy editors at The Journal were divided, as wad the literature, on

whether VDTs increase editing speed, reduce it, or have nomeasureable effect.

Slightly more editors felt the VDT slowed editing than those who felt it increased

editing speed, but al.arge,third group felt there-we:8.w diffence or found a

response difficult to provide the interviewer.

131
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The group believing that speed was increased cited a number of 'mechanical

reasons for the time savings, .such as elimination of cutting and pasting of

hard copy, :the improved typing on the VDT keyboard, and gained speed ip'headline

writing through automatic counting.

The group arguing that eed was decreased said that there was simply more

required of an editor with an leCtronic editing system. SpeciffaellY, reasons

included'greater physical effort, more care due to final editing and composition

commands and proofreading, a tendency to cut throughout the story rather than

from the bottom, machine delays:in response to commands, inability to see an en-

tire story at a single glance and the resultant perolling efforts on the screen,

t
..- -

and a general "cumbersomeness" of the VDT. .

.6 \
3

Finally, those who argued that the system did not change speed pointed

out their perceptions that these plusses and minuses balanced each other out in

the long run..

In a more general sense, editing time was also affected by the electronic .

editing system. Deadline changes resulted from installation of the new system,
4

as Managing Editor Joseph Shoquist stated:

We converted from hot type some months prior to the
start up of the Hendrix system. We knew that we had to do that-
to get the full advantage . . . That coat us a half hour on
deadline. That's because of the time required to engrave a
page. We had to do it . . . because you don't get the error-
free advantage of the electronics if you're still in hot type
because the (linotype), machines themselves have an error rate
that's very high evilp though they were automated. The photo-
comp doesn't make errors, period. . . . We expected we would re-
gain that lost half; hour with the electronics. We did regain
most of it, not quite all of it.. We officially gained fifteen
minutes on our declared deadline time, And we stuck with that
until recently. 'I think we regained much closer to thirty min-
utes in actual practice because after the VDT_system began
operating we made our deadlines.- We never-did it before --- hardly /
ever. 36 A

4
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Discussion and Conclusions

28

Clearly, there. are a number of aspects of.el.ectronic editing and decision

making of copy editors which are not addresied in this study. Such editing

tasks as rewriting, heavy versus light eiiting of a story, availability Of.

hard copy during electronic editing, for example, as well as numerous others

must be addressed. Some have been elsewhere. 37 Others must be the focus

of new research on electronic reporting and editing systems as we come to

understand the full impact of this technology on gatekeeping and gatekeeper

decision making.

Perhaps this project generated more questions than it answered.

This, of course, is not unusual in searching for solutions to communication

problems.

Theme major conclusions from this case study, as determined from the

findings presented here, are:

(1) Copy editing is done in much-the same .way-with aldifeystem Okan

with pencil and paper. Decision making of editors does not have to be. significant-

ly altered if an electronic reporting and editing system is designed for the

copy e0itor. The tendency is too often for copy editors to alter their work

to meet the needs of an electronic editing system, but this study shows it is

not necessary.

(2) Adaptation and adjustment to an electronic editing system by

copy editors does not have to require .a lengthy period. If a system is designed

properly, there is only a brief period of time which is necessary for regular

full-time copy editors to become familiar with the hardware and resume their

work in their npal-pettern of behavior. In this study, the adjustment period

was likely to be a few weeks at most, a few days at least.

3 3
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(3) The electronic editing syste4 computer has contributed to the

editing process by reducing. routine ta6k444Iuch as headline and story counting,
'4

but, these c51Weniencesdo not appear to have an effect upon the ratios of

local news to wire, or non-local news.

(4) Except during the adjustment period, the electronic editing system

does not appearto be a factor in news judgments and decision-making behavior of

gatekeepers. Other, more traditional, factors in judsing and evaluating news

seem to retain their roles in the process of making news.
4.,

(5) While accuracy seems to be enhanced by electronic editing systems

and photocomposition hardware, the issue of editing speed remains unresolved

by the findings of this study. This remains a matter of experimentation and r

investigation in future research in electronic editing and VDT Use.'ti _ _ _ _ _

--Broaderimore-sweeping research must be conducted on the impact of

the technology to achieve what Wolton stated aboutthe changing communications

world. Does technology change everything, change nothing, or iS its impact -*

felt somewhere,in between?

34
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